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His parents thought he was setting himself up for failure and did their best to dampen what they believed to be
unrealistic expectations, in rather harsh ways. His father encouraged him to work at the same plant he did, but
Wally grew frustrated and hurt and eventually apathetic by their lack of faith in his abilities. At a family
reunion, hosted by the Wests, Wally accidentally spilled some soda, inciting his father to yell at him for being
so careless. Wally quickly went to his room in tears. Once there, a familiar looking man, who he thought to be
his uncle, came in and began to speak to him. The man encouraged Wally not to give up on his dreams, giving
him confidence that he would reflect back on for years to come. Kid Flash One summer, when he was ten
years old, Wally went to Central City to stay with his Aunt Iris , whom he called his best friend. Iris was going
out with police scientist Barry Allen, who was "friends" with the Flash. Barry "introduced" Wally to his idol,
the Flash. Kid Flash When he asked Flash how he got his powers, it turned out the speedster had set up his
chemical cabinet just as it had been when he was created. Wally wished that something like that could happen
to him; the Flash dismissed it as a billion-to-one chance. However, it just so happened that the weather that
particular day was stormy and, at that moment, lightning did strike the cabinet, bathing Wally in the same
chemicals that created the Flash. The Flash taught Wally everything he knew about how to use speed to his
advantage, and about the rogues gallery. Kid Flash The next day, after conquering a crippling fear of fire,
Wally apprehended his first criminal, Mister Element. Element had attacked the Art Museum, transmuting
many pieces of art into shapeless forms. Element stole the Giardi Atom , an atomic model crafted from gold
and jewels. Kid Flash followed Element to the home of Ward Wellington Weaver , owner of another Giardi
Atom, where he defeated the villain and turned him into the police. Wally also joined the Teen Titans. He
began to take classes at Taggert University , with hopes of eventually getting a doctorate in physics. Although
he was able to run through the crippling pain he called "hitting the wall" the summer after he got his powers
when adolescence hit, it came back with a vengeance, effectively propelling Wally to quit his super-heroic
career. The New Flash Wally becomes the new Flash. While it knocked his speed down to that of sound, it
also removed the malady that caused him intense pain. After being publicly embarrassed in a fight with Doctor
Alchemy , Green Lantern declared that he would protect Central City. For about a week, Wally donned his
Kid Flash costume again. However, during the next fight with Doctor Alchemy, it finally dawned on him that
Barry was not coming back. Finally, he was accepted as the Flash. Coupled with the emotional pain of what
had happened with Raven , anger somehow overcame all the values that Barry had taught him, and he was
rather rude and childish for a while. All these mental blocks also slowed him down, sometimes to the point
where he lost his speed entirely. He also manifested the need to consume large quantities of food after using
his powers, another product of his psychological condition. Wally won six and a half million dollars in the
lottery. He was able to leave his small apartment in Brooklyn and buy a mansion on Long Island. He asked
Frances Kane to live with him, and she accepted, for a short while. After two weeks, she left, saying they were
moving too fast. Soon afterward, Wally invited nutritionist Tina McGee to live with him, even though she was
eleven years his senior and not quite divorced. After Tina left so that she could go back to her husband, Wally
lost all of his money in the stock market and had to move into a new apartment. Here, he befriended his
neighbor, Mason Trollbridge. He also began seeing Connie Noleski , a Texan model who he had actually been
living with for a short time before Tina. After the alien invasion of Earth, during which Wally fought Durlans
in Cuba, the aliens set off a gene bomb that robbed Wally of his superspeed. His friends, Jerry and Tina
McGee, set up a device to restore his speed. It sprayed him with the chemicals that had gifted Barry and
himself with superspeed while sending an electrical charge through him. However, with his new speed, Wally
burned a deep trench across America, stretching from New York all the way to New Mexico. His aura, which
had previously served as an energy collector, began to feed directly on him, starving him and affecting his
brain, and also sending his consciousness to another energy level. Luckily, Chunk was able to restore his
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essence to this dimension by using his singularity powers. In Keystone, he started to date Linda Park , a
reporter he had met initially during the Porcupine Man incident. After the trial, Wally tried to increase his own
speed, failing miserably and learning that he could not be everywhere, nor save everyone. After an extensive
training, Bart took up the speedster gig as the costumed hero Impulse. Flash had some trouble adapting
himself to the new Green Lantern. The two eventually overcame their differences and became very close
friends, like their predecessors were. Wally materialized at the West Family Reunion and turned out to be the
"uncle" that gave his past self that pep talk. Unfortunately, Bart ruined his plans against Kobra by accident and
Wally started to turn into a being of pure energy. This state subsided, but it became a recurring symptom. This
turned out to be nothing but a ploy to make Bart jealous, in hopes that he would get more serious about his
legacy. However, he managed to return from the Speed Force and quickly defeated Kobra. This trip beyond
the light gave Wally the power to tap directly into the Speed Force itself which granted new abilities, which
consisted on projecting the speed force onto objects and many others. When the speedsters regrouped, they
met Jenny Ognats who was a cousin to both Bart and Wally and a descendant of Barry Allen. After learning
this information, Wally was ready to fight Savitar. Jenni offered her help, but due to her inexperience, she was
asked to give her Legion Flight Ring to Jesse Quick, who was far more experienced and would be more
helpful to Wally. Jesse decided to take on Lady Savitar while Flash confronted Savitar. Jesse managed to
destroy the transformer in which the speed force had been contained and the speed powers returned to all the
speedsters. Knowing that the battle was lost, Savitar threatened Linda and Flash raced to stop him from
hurting her. Savitar was unstoppable and Flash could barely keep up with him. During the chase, Jenni talked
to Wally and provided the only solution. In the aftermath, not wanting the Speed Force to absorb him as well,
Wally concentrated on finding his way home The first place Wally wound up on his journey through time was
the 64th Century, where the citizens of that era worshiped the Flash and wanted to be just like him. Teaming
up with Fox, they stopped the villain Chronos, but as Wally started to fade again, Fox told him the name he
had forgotten: John arrived first, meeting Linda and Piper , facing off against Chillblaine. Somehow sensing
this, Wally emerged from the Speed Force--only to realize he was too late; Linda had been flash-frozen in an
attempted second Ice Age by Polaris and Abra Kadabra. However, Wally realized that Linda was somehow
still alive and he acquired some tech to keep Linda safe. After this Wally and John dropped her off at S. Labs
in the hopes of having Doctor Tina McGee reverse her condition. Fox and Wally went looking for Polaris and
Abra Kadabra in order to reverse the damage caused. The two heroes managed to defeat them and reversed the
Ice Age they created, but somehow Linda was still frozen solid. At that moment, appearing from a time portal
was Speed Metal, on the search for the "fugitive", John Fox. Wally then tried to focus his energy and made
himself a suit made out of pure Speed Force. After a series of weird encounters, Wally finally caught the
Mirror Master within his speed-stream and hauled him off to prison. He proposed to her and they were almost
married shortly thereafter, but she then disappeared off the face of the earth, and no one, not even Wally,
remembered her. Chain Lightning Wally then got caught up in an adventure spanning through different eras.
Under the identity of Cobalt Blue, Malcolm ignited a family feud that endured for a millennium. The feud
came to a head in the late 30th Century, where Barry Allen was living with his wife Iris. Wally West arrived to
try and protect his uncle. In the end, Wally West ended the menace of Cobalt Blue by running so fast that he
skirted the edge of the Speed Force. Wally then vanished into the Speed Force. At that same moment, a new,
mysterious Flash appeared in Keystone City Upon her escape, Linda realized she was not in the right world.
Linda ran toward a now-abandoned Flash Museum, where she found a memorial statue dedicated to her
dimensional counterpart named Linda Kiyo Park , "who sacrificed her life to save Keystone City from the
villain Kobra. A battle ensued between Wally and Walter, where they were evenly matched. Kadabra
explained that he tried to break the bond that draws Wally back to this dimension by casting a spell to make
everyone forget that Linda existed and hold her outside of time, but she escaped, landing in that alternate
Keystone and drew Wally to her once again. Wally then decided to impersonate the Reverse-Flash in order to
get Kadabra to cast back his spell on Linda. Kadabra tried to use the same spell again, but it backfired and he
was left with amnesia. Both threats were easily neutralized by Flash and Linda. When there was a sudden
emergency, Wally suited-up while Billy transformed into Captain Marvel and they worked together to avert
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the crisis. Flash and Wally teamed up again to stop Faust and afterward, Wally and Linda bid Billy farewell as
he boarded a train headed for Fawcett City , Indiana. After learning the information about the upcoming
attacks, Flash saved Superman , Batman , Green Lantern and finally Aquaman from the attacks. Flash soon
learned that the enemy threatening him and his allies was none other than the Turtle , the slowest man alive.
Flash managed to defeat the villain without any trouble and he soon returned home to spend the night with his
lovely wife. He was soon arrested by none other than Mick Rory Heatwave. Wally woke from a nightmare and
met a woman named Fiona , who told him she was the resident social worker for the police department. After
a quick interrogation, Fiona left Wally alone in his cell and after a few seconds, Wally heard a familiar voice
near his cell. When he turned to the window, he saw Barry Allen.
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Created by writer Gardner Fox and artist Harry Lampert, this Flash was Jay Garrick, a college student who
gained his speed through the inhalation of hard water vapors. Jay Garrick was a popular character in the s,
supporting both Flash Comics and All-Flash Quarterly later published bi-monthly as simply All-Flash ;
co-starring in Comic Cavalcade ; and being a charter member of the Justice Society of America , the first
superhero team, whose adventures ran in All Star Comics. Rather than bringing back the same Golden Age
heroes, DC rethought them as new characters for the modern age. The Flash was the first revival, in the tryout
comic book Showcase 4 Oct. This new Flash was Barry Allen , a police scientist who gained super-speed
when bathed by chemicals after a shelf of them was struck by lightning. The Silver Age Flash proved popular
enough that several other Golden Age heroes were revived in new incarnations see: A new superhero team, the
Justice League of America , was also created, with the Flash as a main, charter member. Their powers allowed
them to cross the dimensional boundary between worlds, and the men became good friends. Flash of Two
Worlds The Flash vol. Soon, there were crossovers between the entire Justice League and the Justice Society;
their respective teams began an annual get-together which endured from the early s until the mids. The Flash
ended as a series with issue Allen died heroically in Crisis on Infinite Earths 8 Thanks to his ability to travel
through time, he would continue to appear occasionally in the years to come. Adopting the identity of Kid
Flash, he maintained membership in the Teen Titans for years. A new series, The Flash: The Fastest Man
Alive, began on June 21, Fastest Man Alive was canceled with issue In its place The Flash vol. Waid also
wrote All-Flash 1, which acted as the bridge between the two series. Fastest Man Alive through issue All
Flash 1 replaced issue 14 and The Flash vol. The covers and cover artists were as solicited by DC, and the
information text released was devoid of any plot information. The signature wingdings are never absent. Jay
Garrick Main article: Flash Jay Garrick Jay Garrick was a college student in who accidentally inhaled heavy
water vapors after taking a smoke break inside his laboratory where he had been working. After a brief career
as a college football star, he donned a red shirt with a lightning bolt and a stylized metal helmet with wings
based on images of the Greek deity Hermes , and began to fight crime as the Flash. His first case involved
battling the "Faultless Four", a group of blackmailers. Garrick kept his identity secret for years without a mask
by continually vibrating his body while in public so that any photograph of his face would be blurred.
Although originally from Earth-Two , he was incorporated into the history of New Earth following the Crisis
on Infinite Earths and is still active as the Flash operating out of Keystone City. He is a member of the Justice
Society. Barry Allen Main article: Art by Alex Ross. One night, as he was preparing to leave work, a freak
lightning bolt struck a nearby shelf in his lab and doused him with a cocktail of unnamed chemicals. As a
result, Barry found that he could run extremely fast and had matching reflexes. He donned a set of red tights
sporting a lightning bolt reminiscent of the original Fawcett Comics Captain Marvel , dubbed himself the
Flash after his childhood hero, Jay Garrick , and became a crimefighter active in Central City. In his civilian
identity, he stores the costume compressed in a special ring via the use of a special gas that could compress
cloth fibers to a very small fraction of their normal size. Following the events of Infinite Crisis, Wally, his
wife Linda, and their twins left Earth for an unknown dimension. Bart Allen Main article: Bart suffered from
accelerated aging and, as a result, was raised in a virtual reality machine until Iris took him back in time to get
help from the then-current Flash, Wally West. After he was shot in the knee by Deathstroke , Bart changed
both his attitude and his costume, taking the mantle of Kid Flash. Bart returned, four years older, and for a
year claimed that he was depowered from the event. Not long after taking the mantle of the Flash, Bart was
killed by the Rogues in the thirteenth and final issue of The Flash: The Fastest Man Alive. However, he was
later resurrected in the 31st century in Final Crisis: Bart returned to the past and played a large role in The
Flash: She later meets Wally West, the Flash, who asks her to be his replacement if something were to happen
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to him as part of an elaborate plan on his part, trying to force Bart Allen to take his role in the legacy of the
Flash more seriously. She briefly assumes the mantle of the Flash, after Wally enters the Speed Force. Each
Flash had individually fought Mota over the course of several years in the 20th century. He is forced to watch
his wife die and his daughter become crippled. This Flash is one of the two destined Flashes to be killed by
Cobalt Blue. Sela Allen Sela Allen as the Flash of the 23rd century Sela Allen is an ordinary human in the
23rd century until Cobalt Blue steals electrical impulses away from her, causing her to become as slow to the
world as the world is to the Flash. Hoping to restore her, her father takes her into the Speed Force. When her
father is killed, she appears as a living manifestation of the Speed Force, able to lend speed to various people
and objects, but unable to physically interact with the world. Lacking super speed, Jace was unable to shake
off the virus. In despair, Blaine takes his son to the Speed Force in the hopes that it would accept him. It takes
Blaine instead and grants super speed to Jace so that he can shake off the sickness. After being beaten by
Barry Allen The Flash vol. Kryiad later sacrifices his life to defeat the alien creature. The modern version of
Bizarro Flash has the symbol of a thunderbolt-shaped mustard stain. He has the powers of the Flash but he is
completely intangible. Powers and abilities All incarnations of the Flash can move, think, and react at light
speeds as well as having superhuman endurance that allows them to run incredible distances. Some, notably
later versions, can vibrate so fast that they can pass through walls in a process called quantum tunneling , [14]
travel through time and can also lend and borrow speed. Speedsters can also heal more rapidly than an average
human. In addition, most incarnations have an invisible aura around their respective bodies that protects them
from air friction and the kinetic effects of their powers. On several occasions, the Flash has raced against
Superman , either to determine who is faster or as part of a mutual effort to thwart some type of threat; these
races, however, often resulted in ties because of outside circumstances. After Final Crisis in Flash: Rebirth 3
the Flash is shown as being significantly faster than Superman, able to outrun him as Superman struggles to
keep up with him. He reveals that all the close races between them before had been "for charity". While
various incarnations of the Flash have proven their ability to run at light speed, the ability to steal speed from
other objects allows respective Flashes to even significantly surpass this velocity. The Human Race [17]
Wally is shown absorbing kinetic energy to an extent enabling him to move faster than teleportation and run
from the end of the universe back to earth in less than a Planck instant Planck time. Speedsters may at times
use the ability to speed-read at incredible rates and in doing so, process vast amounts of information. Whatever
knowledge they acquire in this manner is usually temporary. Their ability to think fast also allows them some
immunity to telepathy, as their thoughts operate at a rate too rapid for telepaths such as Martian Manhunter or
Gorilla Grodd to read or influence their minds. Flashes and other super-speedsters also have the ability to
speak to one another at a highly accelerated rate. This is often done to have private conversations in front of
non-fast people as when Flash speaks to Superman about his ability to serve both the Titans and the JLA in
The Titans 2. Speed-talking is also sometimes used for comedic effect where Flash becomes so excited that he
begins talking faster and faster until his words become a jumble of noise. He also has the ability to change the
vibration of his vocal cords making it so he can change how his voice sounds to others. While not having the
physical strength of many of his comrades and enemies, Flash has shown to be able to use his speed to exert
incredible momentum into physical attacks. Gods Among Us , Flash uses these kinds of attacks as many of his
special moves. The Flash has also claimed that he can process thoughts in less than an attosecond. At times he
is able to throw lightning created by his super speed and make speed vortexes. Some flashes also have the
ability to create speed avatars i. Barry Allen exhibits this ability in the live action series "The Flash". He can
also be seen negating the effects of the anti-life equation, when he freed Iris-West from its control probably
due to his connection with the speed force. Crisis on Infinite Earths. In the final issue of 52 , a new Multiverse
is revealed, originally consisting of 52 identical realities. Among the parallel realities shown is one designated
"Earth-2". As a result of Mister Mind "eating" aspects of this reality, it takes on visual aspects similar to the
pre-Crisis Earth-2, including the Flash among other Justice Society of America characters. The names of the
characters and the team are not mentioned in the panel in which they appear, but the Flash is visually similar
to the Jay Garrick Flash. Rei was inspired by Allen to become the Flash, much like Allen was inspired to
become the Flash by his idol, Jay Garrick. Allen and Rei met during the "Crisis on Infinite Earths" when Barry
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was coming back from the 30th century and arrived in the wrong universe. The Justice League left, but 39
seconds later, Earth-D perished. Rei made his only appearance in Legends of the DC Universe: Crisis on
Infinite Earths February As a side effect, she can move at the speed of light, which actually makes her faster
than most of the other Post-Crisis Flashes, as only Wally West has ever survived a light-speed run without
becoming trapped in the Speed Force. Arena battling two versions of the Flash from other Earths within the
Multiverse. Generations 2 , three different Flashes appear: Barry Allen makes a cameo appearance out of
costume in She has both a power ring and superspeed, as seen in Green Lantern:
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His future daughter, Nora Allen, revealed herself and admitted that she might be in trouble. However, dealing
with the shock of fatherhood may not be the only new side of Barry played by Grant Gustin that fans get to see
in Season Five. And see Barry and Iris interacting with an adult version of their child. Slide 1 of 7Speedster
Detection Photo: DC Comics With most speedsters deriving their powers from a connection to the Speed
Force, it would make sense that if the connection is strong enough, speedsters could detect one another. In
season five, it would be nice to see that explored a bit more, especially as it could come in handy with Reverse
Flash still out there, somewhere. Slide 2 of 7Speed Theft Photo: The opposite of that would be the ability to
take speed away from both people and things. With The Thinker out of the picture and Nora around, Team
Flash might have an opportunity to spend a little time at STAR Labs trying to sort out not just the extent of his
post-Speed Force powers but what powers Nora brings to the table. It could make for some quality
father-daughter bonding for the pair to explore the ability to take speed away, especially in a heroic context
such as slowing down the rate with which something falls. Slide 3 of 7Infinite Mass Punch Photo: Introduced
in Grant Morrisons JLA, Infinit Mass Punch has a mass equal to that of a white dwarf star and comes with
serious damage -- not just to the impacted person or thing, but to The Flash as well. Slide 4 of 7Speed Mind
Photo: Speed Mind takes that to a completely different level. In comics, Barry turns his Speed Force energy
through is brain instead of his body thus supercharging his ability to think. While this power would have been
infinitely useful in the fight against The Thinker, we could see Barry and Team Flash being concerned enough
about other quick-thinking villains in the future and come up with the idea of Speed Mind as a way to be
prepared should another Thinker show up. Slide 5 of 7Speed Constructs Photo: The Flash can do it, too. With
Nora herself being a speedster, it might be an intersting take to show her as having some slightly different
powers than what her father has. Giving her the ability to harness the Speed Force into something tangible
might be an interesting way to show the evolution of powers from one generation to the next. Slide 6 of 7Time
Dilation Photo: In comics, Wally has the ability to dilate time, stopping it entirely without needing to race
around faster than time. The world will simply wait. Having Nora experience this interesting adaptation of
time control via the Speed Force would be an interesting one to explore. Slide 7 of 7Speed Force Empathy
Photo: DC Comics As mentioned with Speedster Detection, the fact that most if not all speedsters derive their
abilities from the Speed Force allows them all to share a unique connection. Part of Speed Force empathy
includes the ability to draw people to the location of the speedster in trouble. What Speed Force powers would
you like to see next season on The Flash? Let us know your thoughts in the comments.
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First appearance of the Silver Age Flash. Art by Carmine Infantino and Joe Kubert. Barry Allen is a police
scientist his job title was changed to a forensic scientist in The Flash: One night, as he is working late, a
lightning bolt shatters a case full of chemicals and spills all over Barry. As a result, Allen finds that he can run
extremely fast and has matching reflexes and senses. In addition, Allen invented the cosmic treadmill , a
device that allowed for precise time travel and was used in many stories. Allen was so well liked that nearly all
speedsters that come after him are often compared to him. While the superheroes individually defeat most of
the invaders, they fall prey to a single alien and only by working together are they able to defeat the warrior.
Afterwards, the heroes decide to establish the Justice League. During the years, he is depicted as feeling
slightly attracted to Black Canary and Zatanna , but he never pursues a relationship because he feels his real
love is Iris West, whom he ultimately marries. Allen also becomes a good friend with Green Lantern Hal
Jordan , which would later be the subject of the limited series Flash and Green Lantern: The Brave and the
Bold. Tragedy[ edit ] In time, he married his girlfriend Iris, who learned of his double identity because Allen
talked in his sleep. Iris is murdered by Professor Zoom a supervillain from the 25th century who had long
loved her and been jealous of Allen , and when Allen prepares to marry another woman, Zoom tries the same
trick again. Allen stops him, killing Zoom in the process by breaking his neck. When he is told by a juror, who
is being possessed by a mind from the future, that Reverse Flash whom Allen knows to be dead brainwashed
the jury into this verdict, Flash flees his trial. The Flash is then attacked by Reverse Flash, and realizes that the
answers to this mystery, and restoring his good name, lie in the future, so the juror uses a time device to send
them forward. The final issue of The Flash ends with Flash and Iris kissing passionately and the caption "And
they lived happily ever after When Batman discovers what the League was doing, they have his memories
edited as well despite the opposition from Green Arrow. Crisis on Infinite Earths[ edit ] Main article: After
only a few weeks of happiness, the Crisis on Infinite Earths intervenes, and Allen is captured by the
Anti-Monitor and brought to ; according to the Anti-Monitor, the Flash was the only being capable of
traveling to other universes at will, so the Anti-Monitor could not allow him to stay free. However, Barry
would know he must someday finish his death run, and would become more determined to use his speed to
help others. After this act, according to Secret Origins Annual 2 , Barry Allen turns into a lightning bolt, goes
back in time, becoming the lightning bolt that hit his lab, splashing his past-self with chemicals and
transforming him into the Flash. His spirit seems to still be alive within the Speed Force, along with Max
Mercury and other speedsters. Legacy[ edit ] Iris is pregnant, and she has two children who have super-speed
powers, the Tornado Twins , who later meet the Legion of Super-Heroes. In the multiversal variant known as
Earth, each of her children themselves have children with speed-based abilities. One, Jenni Ognats, grows up
to become the Legionnaire XS , while the other, Bart Allen , is born with an accelerated metabolism that
rapidly ages him, and is sent back to the 20th century where he is cured by Wally West. He remains there as
the superhero Impulse under the tutelage of Max Mercury , and later becomes the second Kid Flash as a
member of the Teen Titans. One year after the events of Infinite Crisis , Bart becomes the fourth Flash until he
is abruptly killed by his clone Inertia and the Rogues. When the two teams see their real futures, Barry
witnesses his death during Crisis on Infinite Earths as the Grandmaster shows the heroes how reality should
be, but nevertheless resolves to help restore the timeline as it is not his place to play God. He talks with Hal
Jordan over the similarity of their situation, stating that dying could not be so bad so long as they have left a
legacy for others Wally West and Kyle Rayner , in their cases to fight for what they believe. During the final
battle, Barry saves Hawkeye from being killed when the Absorbing Man breaks the ground beneath him, but
both of them are blasted and apparently killed by Dreamslayer. As a result, reality is restored, Barry
disappears and Wally returns. Post-Crisis appearances[ edit ] Wally West, wracked by grief for the loss of his
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unborn twins at the hands of Zoom , regrets the public knowledge of his identity. Barry then disappears,
telling his nephew that he will come to his aid three times, on the three most difficult days of his life of which
this is the first. In fact, when Zoom enlists the aid of the original Professor Zoom to make Wally relive the loss
of his beloved twins, Barry is already there, trying to stop his own Reverse Flash ; Zoom apparently retrieved
Eobard Thawne from the day that he attempted to kill Fiona Webb, with Barry following his nemesis. After
Superboy escapes, Barry suggests that someone has to absorb the whole Speed Force and cross the
dimensional bridge back to Post-Crisis Earth. As Bart volunteers, Barry gives him his suit as a last gift, to
keep the Force contained, and stays behind. Wally West did not go because of his wife and kids. Bart says he
knows Barry would go if he could, but why Barry Allen could not make the journey himself is not stated. Art
from Final Crisis 2 by J. DC Universe 0 features an unnamed narrator who initially associates himself with
"everything". As the story progresses, he begins to recall his past and association with Justice League
members, particularly Hal Jordan and Superman. The lettering in which he speaks to the reader is yellow on
backgrounds that are initially black. As the story moves forward, the background slowly begins turning red. In
the final pages, the narration boxes feature a yellow lightning bolt. Over time, as he recalls friendships and
connections with other people, his mind begins to narrow, remarking "I I am no longer everything. I am a shaft
of light split through a prism". Yet he is still the only one able to see "the shadow falling over everything", in
the form of Darkseid. On the final page, the moon appears in front of a red sky, as a yellow lightning bolt
strikes diagonally in front of it creating the logo of the Flash, as he remarks "and now I remember". The title
of the story is revealed to be "Let There Be Lightning". Final Crisis Barry makes his corporeal return in Final
Crisis 2. Not after all these years Not after all this time. Meanwhile, Wally and Barry run a few weeks into the
future. When they come to rest, Wally asks Barry if it is really him. Barry stops to see his wife Iris and save
her from the slavery of the Anti-Life Equation. Seeing his wife again for the first time in years, Barry is
overcome with emotion and gives his brainwashed wife a deep kiss. While kissing her, the Speed Force
sparkles out of his body, enveloping Iris and freeing her from the Equation. The Allens and Wally West are
left to fend in a conquered world. Rebirth[ edit ] Main article: Avoiding the parades, parties, and other
celebrations of his return, Barry instead contemplates why he is alive again. A visit to the Flash Museum and
from his friend Hal Jordan is not enough to put his mind at ease as he runs off as the Flash. When asked by
Hal late for what, Flash replies, "For whatever the rest of the world needs me for. Flash describes this as "the
only one open case I left behind. You were the beginning, Allen It causes pain once again to all the speedsters,
though Wally West manages to catch a glimpse of Allen directly afterwards, and sees him as the new Black
Flash. Max attempts to tell Allen that his becoming the Black Flash is not his fault. When Max and Barry are
pulled into another pocket of the Speed Force, the real culprit reveals himself: Afterward, Zoom transformed
himself into "a new kind of speedster and created his negative Speed Force to contaminate Barry and the other
heroic speedsters. Before Barry can fight any further, Zoom fades away. Wally enters the Speed Force to
retrieve his uncle, and after venturing deeper into the Speed Force, Max reveals to Barry that it was Allen
himself who created the Speed Force. Meanwhile, Wally manages to reach Barry and Max, and the three begin
their escape. They reach Thawne, becoming the lightning bolt that turns Barry into the Flash as they are able
to stop Zoom from killing Iris. As the two Flashes push Zoom back through time to the present, they see that
the Justice League, the Justice Society, and the Outsiders have built a device specifically for Thawne. Barry
tosses him in and activates the device, severing his connection to the negative Speed Force. The Flashes tie
Zoom up to stop him from running. With the threat ended, everyone celebrates by welcoming Barry back and
the speedsters in general. Barry spends some time with Iris before racing to Washington to celebrate his return
with the Justice League, apologizing for being late. Cover art to Blackest Night: The Flash 3 by Scott Kolins.
Hal sums it up by telling Barry, "I died a sinner. You died a saint. As they leave the cemetery, Barry expresses
hope that their dead comrades will be returned to them. They all realize that their deceased members would
come after them and decide to strike first at Iron Heights Penitentiary , unaware that the undead Rogues are
ready for them. Barry decides to go to Gorilla City to seek aid from its ruler Solovar , unaware the gorilla
leader had been killed years before. Finding the city attacked, Barry assumed Grodd had struck only to be
horrified to learn Solovar was now a Black Lantern. Their fight was shortened by Barry racing to Coast City.
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Nekron reveals that all the resurrected heroes are tied to him, because he allowed them to rise again. As such
they belong to him. Barry and Hal find themselves being targeted by black rings and are forced to flee or risk
joining the others as Black Lanterns. As Barry and Hal rejoin the heroes against Nekron and his army, Ganthet
, one of the Guardians of the Universe and a leader of the Blue Lantern Corps , summons a blue power ring
and Barry is chosen as a Blue Lantern so he would be more effective during the battle. During the battle, Barry
is forced to fight his own grandson, who his ring detects is still alive but would eventually die if not free from
the black ring soon. Wally and Walker later join Barry to fight against them. After the events of The Flash:
Rebirth , Barry Allen is reintegrating himself into life in Central City. While readjusting to life as the Flash, a
man appears out of thin air in the costume of Flash rogue the Mirror Master , and promptly dies on the street.
Hearing of another portal appearing, Barry transforms into the Flash and runs to investigate.
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5: JLA Green Lantern's Book of Inventions - Clare Hibbert - Google Books
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

It appears that Wally was the subject of a freak accident in which lightning struck a rack of chemicals in a
laboratory. Somehow this combination endowed Wally with the fantastic speed powers for which he would
become renowned. Adopting the costumed identity of the Flash, Wally fought to protect the people of Central
City from various threats, particularly those of the criminal variety. One such criminal was the extortionist
Mark Mardon, who would later become known as the Weather Wizard. A variety of costumed villains, most
employing high-tech equipment, would arise to challenge the Flash. Element, the Top, the Pied Piper, and
Grodd. In the aftermath of that conflict, Superman suggested that the seven heroes band together to form the
Justice League. At one point, the Flash went so far as to sign a lucrative endorsement deal hawking Lightspeed
Energy Bars a move whose motives of personal gain met with a certain disapproval from the other Leaguers.
Later, when the Thanagarians began hunting the League after their escape, Flash was reluctant to reveal his
real name to the group, but Batman was already aware of it. He was also the only one to offer her any sort of
goodbye, other than Green Lantern. After the Justice League expanded, Flash devoted more of his time to
protecting Central City, instead of participating in League activities on a full time basis. For example, he
assisted Big Barda and Mr. With the other six Founders incapacitated, Flash took on the hybrid alone. In
desperation, he pushed his powers to their limit, running as fast as he could around the world numerous times
and tapping into the Speed Force in order to separate and defeat the two villains. As a result, Flash was very
nearly pulled into the Speed Force, but was rescued by the teamwork of his teammates. The incident left Flash
with the disturbing possibility that traveling that fast again might mean he would never come back. Polaris,
and The Key. Flash eventually came to be so well regarded by the people of Central City that a Flash
Appreciation Day was held in his honor. Even though the new museum was all but wrecked, the occasion still
turned out to be a "good day," according to Flash. The Flash Museum On a later occasion, Flash accidentally
switched brains with Lex Luthor and was forced to try to impersonate the villain. His attempts did not go well,
but thanks to the assistance of his fellow League members, Flash was eventually switched back to normal. He
fought in Paris with Green Lantern and Giganta. After the battle and the disappearance of Lex Luthor and
Darkseid, the Flash received a kiss from Giganta. He was last seen chasing after the remaining members of the
Legion of Doom along with all the other members of the Justice League. Powers and Abilities Superhuman
Speed: The Flash can run for hundred of miles and not get tired. Due to his super speed, the Flash has a very
fast metabolism. The Flash can vibrate his body so fast he can move through walls, also he can make mini
hurricanes by twirling his hands very fast. Wally West Appearances Wally appeared in every episode of the
first two seasons Justice League as one of the founding members. He was the main character in Eclipsed. He
appeared as a main character in the following episodes of the last three seasons Justice League Unlimited: The
Ties That Bind a. Miracles Happen Flash and Substance.
6: Flash (comics) - Wikipedia
With one of the largest book inventories in the world, find the book you are looking for. To help, we provided some of our
favorites. With an active marketplace of over million items, use the Alibris Advanced Search Page to find any item you
are looking for. Through the Advanced Search Page, you.

7: JLA the Flash's book of speed / written by Clare Hibbert - Details - Trove
This is a bargain book and quantities are www.enganchecubano.comn books are new but could include a small mark
from the publisher and an www.enganchecubano.com price sticker identifying them as such.
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8: The Flash's Book of Speed by Clare Hibbert
The Flash acts as a guide to the fastest people, machines and animals on Earth. We recommend the DK Readers
series. Our sons -- ages 5 and 4 -- really enjoy reading about superheroes, so we use that interest to introduce them to
other topics (see my listmania list and other reviews).

9: JLA Vol 1 89 | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Also,Flash's power is to tap into the Speed Force (The essence of speed),So,he can cross even the light speed. Want to
hear some more awesome facts about Flash(Barry Allen),Go here: .
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